
2017 Forecasting 

In 2018 I will return to a pattern of specific predictions. In 2017, I am forecasting. 

This is because of a profound interruption to planetary momentums. A reset 

button of sorts has been pressed. The energies are extremely chaotic and difficult 

to track. Think of the old fashioned pinball machine with the ball bouncing from 

one thing to another quickly. Momentums are barely beginning to form. This is 

the most potent shift I have witnessed in my lifetime. These are energies I have 

not seen before to this degree. 

The unexpected insertion of Donald Trump into the Whitehouse changed 

everything . For my prediction of a Hilary Clinton win, I did not want to see low 

vibration energies overtake high vibration energies. I wouldn’t allow myself to 

validate that into consciousness. America is coming into karmic balance with her 

past. She has had about 50 years of prosperity, and movement toward 

inclusiveness. Other competing energies still existed. Our comfort perhaps 

blinded us a bit. When times are good we naively think they will always be good. 

That's when we can get blindsided. Take heart. All is not lost. Until it is written 

the future is subject to change. 

Now that low vibration frequencies are dominating the patterns I have to watch 

them develop. Specific national events are difficult to pinpoint when everything 

is in flux .There’s good news and bad news to that. The good news is that we can 

still change the future. We can still make a difference. The bad news is that there 

is substantial low frequency energy dominating the consciousness that makes 

planetary decisions. There is essentially a tidal wave of energy sweeping the 

United States that is tangible. Until the “water” has receded, so to speak, we will 

not see accurate momentums. For now, it will feel very chaotic, even to those 

who voted for the president elect. 

The planet has been calling out for the insurgency of the divine feminine. That 

calling is still here. Those with powerful feminine vision (men and women) will 



still find “flow” and “luck” to be on your side. The more we resist divine feminine, 

the more acrimonious and dangerous energies become. The planet itself has an 

energetic consciousness that cannot be ignored indefinitely. 

The development of a Trump presidency will bring a lot of certainty for the first 

10 months of 2017.Mr. Trump does not have a vision that can be identified yet .I 

don’t believe he expected to be in this role. Now that he is in it he will run it like 

the businesses he has run in the past, for better and for worse. 

The momentums that will not change in 2017 are these: 

* We will continue to see extreme weather patterns. 

* We will see a rise in domestic terror events that do terrorize us. 

* We will experience food contamination throughout the year in several parts of 

the country, mostly due to handling of food. 

* We will experience yet another new viral infection in the southern states, that 

will require the development of a new vaccine. 

* We can expect the economy to do quite well the first 10 months of the year. 

After that we will see the vulnerabilities in our economy reveal themselves. 

We will continue to see polarization of the two parties in the USA. It is so very 

important for Americans to remember who we are. We are not democrats or 

republicans. We are Americans. We are generous, loving, patriotic, and full of 

integrity. If we look to the core of most of us, this is who we are. We want to pour 

our energy and attention into what we have in common, not our differences. The 

more we ascribe to difference the more we separate and weaken ourselves. We 

should find common ground. Refuse to align with right and wrong. Learn to see 

the other point of view and understand it. Then take a stand. Whenever humanly 

possible, speak and contribute from understanding and an open heart rather 

than from resistance or “rightness.” 



That being said, we must become active. I don’t mean exercise. I mean we can no 

longer as citizens sit on the sidelines and watch others do the business of 

speaking up for us. Each of us must speak up on behalf of causes and matters of 

interest to us. If you have a particular interest in human rights, women’s rights, 

or civil rights of any kind, you must become involved. We all have busy lives. 

Even if you can give 30 minutes of time a week, or a month, become involved in 

the projects and issues that you hold dear. It is imperative. It is not optional. If 

you do not become involved in projects that you value and hold dear, you may 

see them disappear from your reality. We must generate our own tidal wave of 

high vibration frequencies. 

After October of 2017 we will begin to see patterns develop. Take this time to 

plan your life, secure your tribe, and live a life that reflects love in action. This is 

your best offense and defense.The planet needs it, you need it, and it is the only 

action that truly effects long term change. 

Love to you dear friends… 

Phyllis 

 


